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Ask a Grad Student!

Are you thinking about pursuing a graduate degree in mathematics or statistics? Do you have questions about the graduate school admissions process or about graduate school in general? Then ASK A GRAD STUDENT!

In this forum, several graduate students from the Department of Mathematics and Statistics at Georgia State University will be in attendance to answer some of the most frequently asked questions concerning graduate school and the admissions process. Questions will include the following:

• Why might I choose to pursue a master's program in mathematics or statistics? a PhD program?
• What are the differences between a master's program and a PhD program?
• What schools should I consider applying to?
• Do I need to take certain courses to get into a graduate program in mathematics or statistics?
• Do I need research experience in mathematics or statistics?
• Do I need to take the GRE General Test or the GRE Subject Test in Mathematics?
• How do I apply for financial aid, scholarships, and fellowships?
• Do I need letters of recommendations from my professors?
• What part of my application will have the greatest weight?

FRIE PIZZA AND SODA!